Grant Management Systems
Made Simple

Re-Solved

You have invested significantly in your Grant Management Software System. Now the
challenge is to ensure you are maximizing its potential. We can help. As the leading
implementer of specialized grant configuration and deployment services we can help you
get the most out of your grant management system, from registration to closure.
We are specialists

Seeing the bigger picture

Re-Solved specializes in grant software configuration,
integration and deployment. It is the only thing we do. You
have purchased the building blocks of a Grant Management
System. Now we can help you configure the blocks so they
work the best for your organization’s needs.

Key to optimizing your Grant Management System is
understanding it is more than a technology system. It is also
a human system. We integrate your employees’ workflow,
including how they like to work, and what they need to
be productive, into your software, ensuring total success.

HOW WE WORK:

Configuration: It starts with a conversation
• We start every project by listening. While every client requires configuration
services, all are different in the way they need to collect grants, then
manage and deploy them. First, we work with you to understand your needs.
Then we map out and match your business processes to a configuration
plan that aligns your software with your business objectives.
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• Applying our knowledge and know-how of Grant Management software
systems, we will guide you through the process to ensure you realize the
benefits and avoid the pitfalls of total configurability.
• We will create and execute a systems integration plan to ensure your
software integrates with your current enterprise and/or accounting systems.

Deployment: Managing the process
• When it is time to deploy your system, we do not give you a crash course
then leave you. Your grant process is complex with lots of moving parts.
We make it simple by creating a plan that breaks your deployment into
manageable pieces so you get up and running with minimal pain and effort.
• We will work with you to manage the change that is interwoven into the
process. As you deploy, we can quickly and easily tweak, adjust and add-on
to the system to ensure it works as seamlessly as intended.
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Post Deployment: Long-term relationships
• Post implementation is critical. For three months post deployment we
will work with you to ensure your staff and software are connected and
integrated smoothly and efficiently. Then we support you on an on-going,
as needed basis.

Call us today & get started
on a simpler tomorrow

416-849-3521

www.re-solved.ca

